
Sandy’s Driving School 

Bay park 1 (3 bay) 

 

1: See the first picture. You should get the line furthest away of the third bay up from the one you 

want to park in half way across the passenger side window. See the second picture, after getting the 

first reference you should be able to see the bay you want to park in behind the car in the blind spot 

mirror. You can also look out of the back passenger window and you should see something like 

picture 3, that is the line of the bay you want to park in around the corner of the back passenger 

window. I have different pupils who like to look for different reference points, so use what is best for 

you.  

2: Check it’s all clear, start to move the car very slowly and steer full lock to the left immediately. 

This should get you into the bay that you can see behind the car in picture two perfectly.  

3: make sure the car is in the box and no wheels are touching any lines.  
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